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NEW
TOOLING!

1:72 SCALE 
DH84 

DRAGON

UK & EIRE 2 Guineas (2.10) USA $5.00Issue 210  

NEWBeadle Integral - 
East Kent

Beadle Integral - 
East Kent
Our newly tooled single deck coach is a replica of a

Beadle Integral rebodied vehicle from J C Beadle of

Dartford in Kent from the early 1950s.  The company

specialised in taking running units from pre-war vehicles

which had been withdrawn from service into which they

incorporated new style full front bodywork, generally on

either AEC or Leyland chassis  for onward sale to coach

companies.  East Kent was one of many operators to use

rebodied buses as a way of extending their service life.

Restored FFN 446 started life as a Leyland TD5 double

decker and was rebodied by J C Beadle in 1951 into a 35-

seat coach.  It was withdrawn from service in 1964 and

passed to a church group in Perivale, London before being

acquired for preservation in 1972.

Here at Oxford, we are pleased to launch our new single

deck model in its original livery of deep red as used by

the East Kent Motor Company.  The colour scheme

incorporates cream masking and lots of chrome

coachwork detailing to the exterior, including the

superbly fashioned sweeping wheel arches.  Other details

on our model of FFN 446 include red and silver front

wheels, red rear wheels, yellow East Kent graphics along

the sides and rear of the coach and ‘Private’ destination

blind above the windscreen.  The interior is finished in red

to match the body colour.

In real life, the livery of this rebodied coach was updated

a few years later when it was given a cream roof. 

NEW
Tooling!

                       SCALE       PRICE
76BI001  1:76  £18.95
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1:72
SCALEAVIATION

DH84 Dragon - G-
ECAN, Railway Air Services Ltd. 

New tooling introduces this very elegant bi-plane to

our 1:72 aviation series.  The DH 84 Dragon bi-plane was

developed by De Havilland for the commercial operators

Hillman’s Airways at their request, following their use of

its predecessor the single engine Fox Moth.  The Dragon

retained the simple light design comprising a plywood box

fuselage and using the same type of engine.  Taking its first

flight towards the end of 1932, the Dragon also proved an

instant success 

as a small

commercial

aircraft.  

The wing panels

were outboard of the

twin engines and could be

folded for storage.  The first four

examples were delivered to

Hillman’s in April 1933 and carrying

six passengers, each with 45lb (20 kg) of

luggage, flew the London to Paris route

using 13 gallons of petrol an hour. 

The Dragon proved popular with a number of

short haul operators worldwide and here we see it in the

restored livery of Railway Air Services Limited, decorated

in silver with green and red lettering.  Note too, the

individually silver framed windows and transparent nose

cone.  The red Railway Air Services logo appears on the

tail fins as well as being printed in full along the front

fuselage beneath the cockpit.

Upgraded cosmetically in 1933, only 115 of these little

aircraft were made, excluding some made in Australia

under licence, before being replaced by the more

powerful De Havilland Dragon Rapide, also in the Oxford

range, so make space in your pre-war civil aviation

timeline for this detailed little gem! 

NEW
Tooling!

NEWDH84 Dragon - G-ECAN,
Railway Air Services Ltd. 
                          SCALE      PRICE
72DG001   1:72  £34.95

NEWWestland Lysander MkI 416 -
Malton NSC Factory, Canada 1939
                                         SCALE        PRICE
AC072                 1:72   £18.95

Westland Lysander MkI 416 - 
Malton NSC Factory, Canada 1939

The Westland Lysander MkI was a British

Army co-operation and liaison aircraft but was

also manufactured in Canada from the mid 1930s

by the National Steel Car Company.  The NSC based

in Hamilton, Ontario, was a major railway rolling stock

manufacturer but decided to expand into aircraft

production as well.  Their new aircraft division kept the

original company NSC name, working out of

Malton Airport just a little further north from

Hamilton.  Their initial contract was to construct

under licence a number of Westland Lysanders, of

which No. 416 was the first to come off the

production line in August 1939. 

Our Oxford replica of 416 is decorated in a silver

colour scheme with matt black propeller spinner and

blades.  The engine interior visible behind the nose

cone and the propeller blades is also finely detailed in

black.  The unusually shaped wings feature the Air Force

roundel on the upper sides, repeated on the undersides

along with the number 416 printed in black.  Another

finely detailed feature worthy of note is the circular wing

light on the front of each wheel housing, also painted in

metallic silver.  

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

1:76 SCALE

Aston Martin DB9 Coupé - Onyx Black
Already part of the 1:43 scale series of prestige cars, we

are pleased to introduce our second release of the 1:76

scale Aston Martin DB9 Coupé in exactly the same level

of detail and livery as its larger counterpart. It is

presented with a dramatic black exterior body with beige

interior.  The exterior trim detail is silver/ black, even

down to the authentic silver 10-spoke wire wheels.  

The black front bumper is almost invisible, emulating the

real car.  The famous Aston Martin badge sits above the

Aston’s distinctively shaped black and chrome radiator

grille, while the number plate reads simply DB9.  Perfect!

NEWAston Martin DB9 Coupé -
Onyx Black
                                    SCALE     PRICE
76AMDB9002   1:76  £5.75

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Cortina MK I - White
                            SCALE     PRICE
76COR1001 1:76  £5.25

Jaguar MKII Jag - Regency Red
                            SCALE     PRICE
76JAG2001 1:76  £5.25

Austin Mini - Almond Green/
Old English White 
                            SCALE     PRICE
76MN003   1:76  £4.95

Morris Minor Convertible - 
Old English White/Red 
                              SCALE     PRICE
76MMC005  1:76  £5.45

Vauxhall Corsa - Red
                            SCALE     PRICE
76VC003     1:76  £5.25

Jaguar E Type - Union Jack
                            SCALE     PRICE
76ETYP005 1:76  £5.25

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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1:76 SCALE

NEWMobile Trailer - Southdown

NEWWeymann Fanfare -
Birch Bros
                                  SCALE       PRICE
76WFA006      1:76  £17.95

Mobile Trailer - Southdown
The subject of our 1:76 scale mobile trailer is 

quite a departure from the usual vending theme, 

if you will excuse the pun!  Here we have a 

delightful model of a mobile booking office for 

the Southdown Motor Company promoting 

exciting trips round the south of England. 

Decorated in the refreshing Southdown two 

tone green colour scheme with cream masking 

and featuring the Southdown ‘signature’ in 

gold, the model comes complete with a 

roofboard and jockey wheel.  

For the grand price of 4/- (20 pence) 

you can take a trip to Arundel Castle, 

including entry to the Castle itself; or a 

trip to Devil’s Dyke and Henfield; or for those with a

sense of adventure, there is an evening Mystery Tour

leaving at 6.30 pm and promising a return by 9 pm!  

As well as serving as a booking office for the many tours

available, the mobile trailer is also promoting its role as a

parcels service agent.  Registered 316 SCS, this useful

accessory will provide an unusual addition to your

Southdown diorama.

Weymann Fanfare - Birch Bros
Oxford’s Weymann Fanfare tooling provides the option to

model the coach with either an AEC or a Leyland chassis.

One of the key differences identifying which it is – apart

from the radiator badge – is that the Leyland casting

features  a different rear design and the flash round the

front is wider.   To date, our 1:76 scale model has

appeared in both guises and for our latest release, we are

pleased to present the single deck vehicle on an AEC

body in the fresh green and cream colour scheme of

coach operators Birch Bros of London.  

Registered RYT 34, the front destination panel cushioned

in the cream flash beneath the driver’s split windscreen,

tells us the coach is heading as the 203 to London.

Another detail to note is the AEC badge above the

destination board on the front and again under the

registration plate on the back.  With roof windows

offering a light and airy feel, the interior floor and seating

are both mid brown while the driver’s compartment,

enhanced with wrap around windows, is silver grey. 

Sit your AEC example alongside its Leyland partner and

see the differences for yourself, all evidence of Oxford’s

attention to detail and authenticity.

                               SCALE       PRICE
76TR014       1:76   £8.45
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MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

1:76 SCALE
Mobile Trailer - Coca Cola
Heralding warm weather and thirsty

customers, our latest mobile trailer

comes in the famous colour scheme of

Coca Cola. Registered CC1892, with red

body and white graphics, the model also

sports the addition of a rectangular

roofboard decorated with Coca Cola

lettering.  The near side of the trailer

features a red hatch cover and a non-

opening door with a masked porthole

window.  Remaining trim is 

finished in chrome in equally 

bright contrast to the body.  

Another great addition to your 

Coca Cola fleet!

NEWMobile Trailer - Coca Cola
                               SCALE       PRICE
76TR015CC   1:76   £8.45

New Ford Transit Van 
(M.Roof) - Frozen White 
                            SCALE     PRICE
76FT001     1:76  £5.45

Ford Transit LWB High - 
Stobart Fleet Maintenance
                            SCALE     PRICE
76FT021     1:76  £5.45

Fordson Tractor - Matt Grey 
                              SCALE    PRICE
76TRAC004  1:76 £4.95

Fordson Tractor - Green 
                              SCALE    PRICE
76TRAC002  1:76 £4.95

Ford Transit - Network Rail
                              SCALE    PRICE
76FT005       1:76 £5.45

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636, 

Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  

www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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Land Rover Series II SWB Canvas - British Rail
The second release on our 1:43 scale Land Rover Series

II Short Wheelbase model is presented with a canvas back

option finished in pale olive green with the body

decorated in the popular British Rail crimson and cream

livery of the period.  Registered 903 HRO, the model

represents the Land Rover launched by the company in

1958, to be superseded by the Series IIA in 1961.  

It was the first vehicle to use the well-known

2.25 litre petrol engine, which produced

72 hp and was closely related to the

2.0 hp diesel unit still in use today!

Other early Land Rover characteristics

on our model include the split

windscreen and signature Land Rover

radiator grille and badge.  Featuring the

British Railways totem and fleet

numbering on both doors and exterior

silver trim, final details see the interior with

black seats and crimson dashboard. 

Bentley MkVI - Two-Tone Grey
Already part of Oxford’s 1:76 scale series, you can now appreciate

even more the detail of our Bentley MkVI in its larger size.

Decorated in exactly the same two-tone light and dark grey of its

smaller counterpart, our luxurious saloon from the immediate

post-war era comes with a Jersey registration plate J1733,

reminding us of a famous Jersey-based TV detective’s vehicle from

a few decades ago. The four-door saloon features a wealth of

exterior black and silver trim, whilst the inside sports blue-grey

seating with other fittings reproduced in pale grey, topped with a

black steering wheel and tan glossy wood effect dashboard. 

1:43 SCALE

NEWLand Rover Series II SWB
Canvas - British Rail
                                  SCALE       PRICE
43LR2S002     1:43  £16.95

NEWBentley MkVI - 
Two Tone Grey
                       SCALE       PRICE
BN6005   1:43  £23.95

Bedford CA Ice Cream - Mr Softee 
                               SCALE       PRICE
CA021           1:43  £12.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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1:43 SCALE

1:76 SCALE

Land Rover 1/2 Ton Lightweight - Military Police
Recently introduced to the range with a canvas back, 

the second release on the Land Rover ½ ton Lightweight

is now seen with a hard back in olive and black drab

camouflage livery, as used by the Military Police.  

It certainly looks as if it means business with red and

white Military Police graphics on the sides and rear, 

blue beacon modification fixed to the nearside of 

the vehicle and roof searchlight.  It has a military

number plate 43 GF 83 and also displays

the Union Flag with crown on the

offside rear wing.  This is one that

will appeal to both Land Rover

aficionados as well as military

model enthusiasts. 

Bedford QLB - Light AA Reg. 12 Corps Germany 1945
The Bedford QLB was a variation of the wartime Bedford

QL designed as a Bofors Gun tractor, of which

around 5,500 were produced during the

years of manufacture. Bedford had

been commissioned by the

British Government to

produce a 3-ton 4 x 4

general service truck

specifically for military use

in World War II. The GL

was the result and

production lasted from

1941 to 1945 with

several variants

designed for

deployment across

several fields of activity.

Our third release on the

QLB is as used by the Light

Anti Aircraft Regiment, 12 Corps which was

deployed in occupied Germany from mid

1945.  The model is presented with an olive

green body, wheels and chassis with olive green interior

and black grey mudguards.  The camouflage scheme to the

exterior is black grey and dark green with white military

markings.  Note the white star, with and without

circle which was used on Allied military vehicles after

the Normandy Landings in 1944.  Here you see it on

the cab roof and on the body sides.  Finally, enabling the

QLB to tow the Bofors Gun, there is a substantial tow

hook fixed to the rear bumper.  What a great little

warhorse this is!

NEWBedford QLB - Light AA Reg.
12 Corps Germany 1945
                                  SCALE       PRICE
76QLB003       1:76  £13.95

NEWLand Rover 1/2 Ton
Lightweight - Military Police
                                  SCALE       PRICE
43LRL002       1:43  £16.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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Fordson Heavy Pump - LMS
The Fordson 7V Heavy Pump Unit was

designed in late 1938 to meet the

requirements of the Government’s

emergency fire brigade organisation

in the period leading up to the

onset of World War II.  Based on

the standard Fordson 2-ton

forward control chassis with

Ford’s own 8-cylinder petrol

engine, they featured a

demountable 800 gallon

per minute pump

powered by a separate

engine.  Many

hundreds of them

were ordered by

the Government as

part of their standard fire

appliance building programme.

In the same era, the ‘big four’ Railway Companies

all operated comprehensive fire brigades to protect

their assets and property. 

For our latest release, we see our 1:76 scale Heavy Pump

Unit replicating one of the emergency vehicles in service

with the London Midland & Scottish Railway, as deployed

at the busy port of Holyhead on the Isle of Anglesey.

Decorated in bright red with superb gold coachlines

throughout, our fire appliance ANK 660 displays both

LMS graphics and those of the Holyhead Fire Dept.  

Note the white LMS Fire wording along the roof ladders,

the LMS initials in gold on the cab doors, as well as the

colourful London Midland & Scottish Railway Company

crest behind the cab windows.  This model will certainly

add an unusual dimension to the collections of railway

enthusiasts as well as a fine addition for those of you who

specialise in model fire vehicles in their own right.

                             SCALE        PRICE
76DL4002    1:76   £12.95

Dennis Light 4 ‘New World’ -
LMS Crewe

                             SCALE        PRICE
76ASV004   1:76    £5.45

Austin Seven RN Van - LMS

                             SCALE        PRICE
76MH010    1:76    £9.95

Scammell Mechanical Horse 
Tank Trailer - LMS

NEWFordson Heavy Pump 
Unit - LMS
                           SCALE      PRICE
76FHP003  1:76  £12.95

1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636, 

Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  

www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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N SCALE
Morris Minor Saloon - Police Panda
The Police were one of the main non-private users 

of the Morris Minor and here we see it registered 

AUL 669H from 1969/70, decorated in the familiar

Police livery of the time - pale blue and white

with royal blue/white Police graphics.  

The wheels and the vehicle interior

are both mid grey.  

The external window

surrounds are masked 

black while other 

external trim is finished 

in silver, providing lots 

of authentic detail for 

such a tiny replica. NEWMorris Minor Saloon -
Police Panda 
                           SCALE       PRICE
NMOS005 1:148  £4.35

Scania Pump Ladder -
Grampian F & R
                           SCALE       PRICE
NSFE003   1:148  £7.45

Morris Traveller -
Wolverhampton Police 
                             SCALE       PRICE
NMMT004  1:148  £4.35

Dennis F12 - Glasgow Fire Service 
                               SCALE      PRICE
NDEN005     1:148  £5.95

Bedford J1 Ambulance - Dublin
                          SCALE       PRICE
NBED003  1:148  £5.45

Ford Anglia - Police Panda 
                          SCALE       PRICE
N105003  1:148  £4.35
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The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part
of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

OR76DG001  
1:76 - £112.95

2309 Deans Goods
GWR Lined

NEW MODEL!

OR76MW7004B  
1:76 - £10.95

Weymouth &
District Co-op No9

NEW MODEL!

OR76MW7022  
1:76 - £10.95

Mineral Wagon 7 plank
Rickett - 3 disc wheels

NEW MODEL!

OR76MW7024  
1:76 - £10.95

Steetley and Co
Llynclys - 7 plank

NEW MODEL!
OR76MW7025  
1:76 - £10.95

Rhigos Anthracite
Cardiff No 260 - 7 plank

NEW MODEL!
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OR76CAT003  
1:76 - £10.95

Cattle Wagon
LNER 196488

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

OR76CAR001  
1:76 - £29.95

Carflat BR
NEW MODEL!

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636,
Southampton SO14 0TJ

TEL: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

OR76MW6001W  
1:76 - £10.95

LNER 6 plank mineral
wagon Weathered

NEW MODEL!

OR76MW6001C  
1:76 - £10.95

Mineral Wagon 6 plank
LNER 150475

NEW MODEL!

OR76CAT003W  
1:76 - £10.95

Cattle Wagon Lime
Washed LNER 196152

NEW MODEL!

OR76CK7001  
1:76 - £10.95

Coke wagon 7 plank
Dinnington 254 with

2 coke rails
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AR131 Maserati Album: The Maserati brothers, Alfieri, Bindo, Carlo, Ettore and Ernesto set up
their own car marque in Bologna in 1926.  In 1937 they sold out to the Orsi family, who moved
the firm to Modena in 1940.  Maserati built racing and sports cars after the Second World War
retiring from racing after the 1957 Mille Miglia tragedy.  In 1967 60% of Maserati was sold to

Citroën, who took full control in 1971.  In 1993 Maserati was sold to Fiat, who placed
Maserati under the control of their Ferrari subsidiary.  In its new
21st century role Maserati gained a secure future within Fiat 
Auto, producing luxury cars and high-performance sports cars.AR131

NEW

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95

AR132 Delahaye Album: This Auto Review mini-series describes three French car marques
whose names resonate with style and quality: Delahaye, Delage and Hotchkiss.  They were
competitors for many years, but they were thrown together by economic adversity.  
Delage was taken over by Delahaye in 1935, and Delahaye eventually would merge 
with Hotchkiss in the 1950s, shortly before all three marques disappeared into
oblivion.  There will be three titles in this Auto Review mini-series of publications, 
each devoted to one of these companies.  

AR132
NEW

AR112 AR111 AR110AR113AR114AR115AR116

AR119 AR118 AR117AR120AR121AR122AR123

AR126 AR125 AR124AR127AR128AR129AR130

AR100AR101AR102AR43aAR51b

AR105 AR104 AR103AR106AR107AR108AR109

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636,

Southampton 
SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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